
Joint Solution Brief
Detecting Today’s Hybrid �reats requires Enhanced 
Network Visibility and Streamlined Security Operations

Eliminate Blind Spots and Reduce Alert Fatigue with Real-Time
Network Detection and Response
The attack surface in 2023 and beyond is larger and more sophisticated than ever before, with ransomware 
and breaches at an all-time high. In today’s digital age, having a comprehensive and proactive security 
approach is an essential step to combat malicious cyber threats before they become uncontrollable. 
Proactively visibility for signs of emerging danger can help greatly prevent large-scale damage in the future. 
In addition, as organizations migrate more services and applications to the cloud, adversaries now have a 
broader attack surface to exploit. Attackers are now more sophisticated and go after weak entry points and 
blind spots that allows them to compromise the growing amount of critical business data and applications 
hosted in the cloud. Together, cPacket and ExtraHop o�er the industry’s most complete network detection 
and response (NDR) solution with world class threat intelligence, security analytics, and network visibility up 
to packet data level that organizations need to strengthen their security posture.

�e cPacket and ExtraHop Joint Solution
cPacket enables hybrid-cloud observability and network visibility that drives 
customer experience, security delivery, and forensics. cPacket’s transformative 
intelligence observability platform provides organizations with end-to-end 
visibility into every network component that makes up their on-premises data 
center, multi-cloud, and hybrid-cloud deployments. This comprehensive and 
reliable visibility into network tra�c enables IT and security operations teams 
to improve performance, increase service agility and ensure a strong 
cybersecurity posture. 

ExtraHop is a leader in real-time security analytics. The ExtraHop Reveal(x) 
360 SaaS-based platform provides unified security across on-premises and cloud environments. ExtraHop 
analyzes all layers of network telemetry with advanced analytics and machine learning to create accurate 
detections, high-fidelity alerts, and a threat heatmap that makes data-driven IT and security a reality. Armed 
by the cPacket solution’s ability to acquire network packet data in real-time from across hybrid-cloud and 
multi-cloud environments, ExtraHop Reveal(x) fully reassembles the network packets to find threats, 
investigate, and remediate security incidents and malicious activity in real time. 
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Joint Solution Benefits
Enterprise-wide security across your IT environment
cPacket and ExtraHop have partnered to provide broader coverage while reducing false positives. Gain new 
perspectives on managing your IT and an ecosystem that enables end-to-end network security.

Strengthen cybersecurity and compliance
Threat detection and mitigation are only as good as the visibility and the quality of network data it receives. 
Together, cPacket and ExtraHop can help your organization streamline, optimize, and strengthen your security 
posture.

Fast track and modernize your cloud migration 
Simple SaaS-based licensing model addresses your IT needs by providing tailored solutions to get deep 
visibility across your workloads in the cloud and the ability to add more performance and functionality as your 
packet acquisition and security requirements grow. 

De-risk and future-proof your business with rich forensic analysis
Finding, prioritizing, and fixing incidents faster by utilizing ExtraHop’s NDR platform and cPacket’s rich forensic 
analysis. Close visibility gaps of the network with packet capture evidence that spans months and assist in 
identifying the root cause during the early stages of a security incident.

In-depth visibility with zero blind spots 
Rich network tra�c intelligence combined with world class threat intelligence eliminates blind spots and detect 
vulnerabilities across the rapidly growing attack surface. Know what’s happening across your IT environments 
with lossless high-fidelity network visibility and analysis. Get complete visibility into every workload and device 
in any environment at any time.

Fast and Easy Deployment 
Easy to implement and quick onboarding with cPacket and ExtraHop combined solution through field-proven 
interoperability with standard interfaces and open APIs.
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cPacket powers hybrid-cloud observability through its Intelligent Observability Platform. It reduces service outages through network-centric application analysis, strengthens cyber security through 
high-resolution network data for threat detection, and accelerates incident response through network forensic analysis. The result is increased service agility, experience assurance, and transactional 

velocity for the business. Find out more at www.cpacket.com. 

Fully Integrated 
NDR SolutionMonitoring using the cPacket platform 

losslessly acquires network packet 
data from multiple vantage points and 

delivers it to ExtraHop’s Reveal(x) 
platform that transforms it into rich 

security logs.

Security analysts have visibility without 
blind spots, and rich security evidence 

elevating them from incident 
responders to threat hunters to 
maintain a strong cybersecurity 

posture.


